However the series (2) is certainly Abel summable and so the stronger condition (4) an = Oin-i)
would imply the convergence of (2), by Littlewood's Tauberian theorem. Thus Shapiro's example shows that we cannot weaken (4) to a condition of the form (3) in Littlewood's theorem by making the compensating assumption that/ has bounded variation on [0, 1). In this note we prove a stronger negative result than that of Shapiro.
Theorem.
Let (bin) be positive for all positive integers n, and let (pin) f oo as w-> =°. Then there is a function f of the form (1) which is increasing and bounded on [0, 1) and for which (2) is divergent although (5) | a" | < m~V(w) for all n ^ 1. (2) is divergent. Moreover for each value of n, either an = 0 or else by (7) there is a positive integer k such that n I an \ = k2, k2nk ^ n, and so by (6) and the fact that <p is increasing, n | a" | < <b(nk) g 4>(w), which proves (5).
It remains to show that/, defined by (1), is increasing and bounded on [0, 1). In fact, by (7),/(x)= Yi f^(x)> where fk(x) = k2Yix"ln -k2Yixn/n, Yi being taken over the range k2nk^n<(k2Arl)nk, and ^2 over the range (k2Arl)nk^n<(k2A-2)nk.
It is easy to see that//(x) ^0 for all x on [0, 1), and so/'(x) ^0, whence/is increasing on [0, 1). Also, when x= 1, J^i consists of nk terms, each at most as big as l/(k2nk), and ^2 consists of nk terms, each at least as big as l/{(k2-\-2)nk}, and so fk(l) ^ 1 -k2/(k2 + 2) ~ 2/k2. Therefore/(l -0) = Yi fk(l) < + °° • Thus/ is increasing and bounded on [0, 1), and this proves the theorem.
